A great recipe for beginners, here's your answer to those midnight chocolate cravings! Place it in the microwave and cook on full power for 30 seconds or until melted. Microwave Chocolate Sponge Cake is a basic sponge recipe that can be used to make cakes, puddings, custard, and a spoonful of fruits or dry fruits to prepare a grand dessert!

Besides the ease of use, the other great advantage of cooking in a microwave is the time you save. It's the quickest way to prepare a cake. Whoever said you can't cook a good cake with an oven has probably never had this recipe to impress.

Indian Food Blog on Vegetarian & Non-Vegetarian Recipes

I had earlier posted a one-minute chocolate cake recipe using finger millet flour / ragi flour. Step by step pics on how to make a 2 minutes microwave eggless chocolate cake:

1. Baker's Corner (Cakes, Pastries, Sweet Breads, Muffins and Cookies)

Hi! I want to know the full process to prepare a cake, but I don't have an oven. Reply.

Here are 19 mug cakes to make life a little easier and a lot more delicious this week.

Get the Chocolate Peanut Butter Mug Cake recipe from Yammie's Noshery.

2.

Easy oreo biscuit cake recipe using microwave - It's eggless! 2014 at 12:40 PM.

Wow so easy and looks great! Will soon prepare this and share with you.

Reply Delete.

Basic Vanilla Cake is one of the easiest cakes that one can make. Christmas bells are ringing all around, and there is nothing better than a traditional vanilla cake. I had shared this recipe with my mom, mil, and friends, and everyone appreciated this cake as it is quite simple to prepare with very few ingredients available.
Baking a cake in microwave is so helpful, not only it easy to make, but you can satisfy your sweet craving. 24 Easy Ladoo Recipes - Indian Laddu Recipes - Fes.

Traditional Indian Vegetarian Recipes from a mother’s kitchen. I am a vegetarian, and therefore always make cakes without eggs or egg substitutes. This oreo cake is very easy, fuss free, and a fool proof recipe which children can easily make.

Mug Recipes, Red Velvet, Cakes Recipe, 10 Effortlessly, Mug Cakes, Mugs Cakes, 40 Delicious Things You Didn’t Know You Could Make in a Microwave. Here is a sooper speedy Microwave Eggless Chocolate Cake recipe, which tastes great when served hot or cold. It takes just 5 mins to make this delicious fudgy cake. I have made this Jalebi Sweet / How to make Jalebi / Indian Jalebi.

Bake in Oven or Microwave Oven and serve with chocolate frosting. The cake batter that we prepare in this recipe can be used for making banana bread. Oreo Mug Cake In Microwave - My Recipe Book By Tarika Singh shows you how to make a quick cake.

I used my Eggless Vanilla Sponge cake recipe for this recipe by just posting Indian Kitchen basics, Microwave cooking and Bachelor cooking recipes on the blog. I wanted to make a red velvete cake, but unfortunately it didn’t give out the red colour.

Basic Sponge Cake Recipe Microwave Basic Sponge Cake Recipe In Microwave Basic Recipes For Sponge Cakes Basic Vanilla Sponge Cake Recipe Indian.

Baking a cake or a cupcake is easy, but if you have a microwave oven, watch my Microwave Chocolate Cake Recipe to see how to make it.
and directions to prepare and cook the best eggless vanilla sponge cake

Recipes. YUMMY TUMMY: Microwave Eggless Vanilla Cake

I have already shared few microwave cake recipes, a 5 min chocolate cake, Make a well in the center of the bowl, pour in milk, melted butter and vanilla in it.

Easy single-serving cake recipe is made in the microwave oven with everyone's favorite chocolate-hazelnut "Easy mug cake you make in the microwave! How to make Grilled Chicken using microwave Oven (Step by Step) ? 86 0. Chef & Butcher Kalakand Recipe In Microwave/ Indian Milk Cake/Milk Burfi. 79 0. 10 Breakfast Recipes You Can Make in a Mug in the Microwave before, and Faith shared a totally delicious recipe of an oatmeal Nutella mug cake. Popcorn Meets Papadums: · An Ideal. basic eggless chocolate cake recipe with step by step photos. simple and easy a convection mode of microwave oven, preheat the oven at 180 degrees for 15 i make the vanilla extract at home as its very expensive in india and difficult. Microwave Chocolate Cake - Sanjeev Kapoor sanjeevkapoor.com/recipe/ Microwave. Eggless Cake Recipes / Microwave Eggless Mango Mug Cake with To make multiple cakes then try using small silicon molds which are microwave safe. Easy & Delicious South Indian Style cooking recipes with clear instructions & step.
How to make orange cake in the microwave. Orange cake is a fairly common and easy to prepare recipe, but we usually use the oven. However, if you do not.